
Our company is looking for a senior manager channel. We appreciate you taking
the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If you
don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on your
level of experience.

Responsibilities for senior manager channel

Work with others to expedite delivery of Omni-Channel projects, any other
capital projects, and drive collaboration around future solutions
Tie the development teams together to ensure architectural integrity, use
advanced design analysis and implementation, leverage software and/or
component re-use, and ensure global standards and methodology
compliance
Contribute and initiate development efficiency and productivity initiatives
Provide architectural guidance on order in store, ship from store, buy online
pick up in store, and reserve in store enterprise solutions
Develop, train, and coach other associates from a technical and functional
perspective which includes regular technical updates to the team, informal
and formal training sessions, and one-on-one coaching
Lead and participate in technical user groups, task forces, and committees
that are relevant to architecture
Coordinate with application development projects to fit systems to
architecture and identify when it is necessary to modify the technical
application architecture to accommodate project needs
Coordinate with infrastructure development projects to fit infrastructure to
application architecture and identify when it is necessary to modify the
technical application architecture to accommodate infrastructure needs
Identify organizational and financial impact of the enterprise application
architecture for the company
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Qualifications for senior manager channel

Extensive knowledge of Nielsen TV systems (NPower, MediaView),
competitive databases (Kantar, Monitor Plus), syndicated survey research
(MRI, Simmons, Ipsos, ), and digital systems (comScore, Nielsen Online)
Good knowledge of Microsoft Office – Excel, PowerPoint, Word
Experience managing junior level staff
Knowledge of the general media landscape, especially television and digital
media
Completed a university degree
Other securities licenses, registrations or designations would be an asset


